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f t can be said, without fear of paradox, that the day of a saint's death is the

I most important day of his life, since it is the day of his birth, his d,ies

-l-natalis. The death of a holy founder, whether of a tiny communiry or a
powerful order,' is like the death of a saint' and the death of a monk.' But it
is even much more. Commenting on Anthanasius's account of the death of

'W. ,epeat the words of Jean-Frangois Gilmont, "Paternit6 et m6diation du
fondateur d'ordre," ir Reuue d'ascdtique et de mystique,XL, 1964, p. 393, n. l: ,.The concept of
'founder'...is understood here somewhat loosely." We will return to this below, n. 1 l.

zSee Pierre Boglioni, "La scEne de la mort dans les premiEres hagiographies latines,,,
in Le sentiment de la mort au Moyen Age. Etudes pr6sent6es au cinquidme colloque de
l'Institut d'6tudes m6di6vales de I'Universit6 de Montr6al, dir. C. Sutto, Montr6al, 1979, pp.
185-210; Michel Lauwers, "La mort et le corps des saints. La scdne de la mort dans les vitae du
haut Moyen Age," in Le Moyen Age XCIV, 1988, pp. 2l-50. On the tradition of the epitaph,
see Patrick Corbet, Les saints ottoniens. Saintet6 dl,nastique, saintet6 royale et saintet6
f6minine autour de l'an Mil, Sigmaringen, 1986, pp. 83-84.

rSee Louis Gougaud, "Anciennes coutumes claustrales. La mort du moine,,, in Reaue
Mabillon,){JJ(, 1929, pp.281-302; Guy de Valous, Le m.onachism.e clunisien dcs origines auXV
siicle,I,Ligtg€, 1935, pp. 294-98;Jem Leclercq, "Documents sur la mort des moines," inRerue
Mabillon, XLV, 1955, pp. 165-80, and XLVI, 1956, pp.65-81; Henri Platelle, "La mort
pr6cieuse. La mort des moines d'aprds quelques sources des Pays-Bas du Sud,,' in Reaue
Mabillon, LX, 1982, pp. l5l-74; Jean Leclercq, "La mort d'aprds la tradition monastique du
Moyen Age," in Studia m.isionaria, )OOfl, 1982, pp.7l-77; Georges Duby, "Convivialit6,,, in
Histoire de la oie priode,II, Paris, 1985, pp. 65-66;Jean Heuclin, Aur origines rnonastiques dc la
Gaule du Nord. Ermites et reclus du V au XI siicle, Lille, 1988, pp. 230-31; Dominique Iogna-
Prat, "Les morts dans la compatibilit6 c6leste des Clunisiens de l'an Mil,,' in Retigion et cabure
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2 J. Dalarun

Anthony, Gregory Nazianzen says that the account represents "a set of rules
for monastic life in the form of a narrative."n Indeed, the precise moment of
the holy founder's transitas is not only the awaited passage from this world to
the next; it is also the dangerous passage from personal charism to an
institution designed to last, from an ideal (increasingly idealized by the
hagiographer) to daily practice, to the necessary insertion in the Church and
society.' fu Pierre Jbubert points out, many hagiographic endeavors are
based on "the problematic search for the institutional meaning people would
like to give to a founder's life and to all the s).nnbols with which they fill it."n
But the time of death, immediately before and immediately after, is the time
when this search becomes most intense.' In short, the death of a holy
founder should be a death that is both holy and foundational, for to found is
certainly an essential function of holiness.

We will skip the purely theological aspects of our subject-
paternity and mediation, which almost inevitably make a founder 6 52i118-25

autour de I'an Mil, Paris, 1990, pp. 55-69. The most eloquent source is the Liber tramitis aeai
Odilonis, ed. P. Dinter, Corpus conruetudinum. m.onasticarum.,X, pp.272-78, where it can be seen
that the exem.pla sanctorutm dictate the death of a mont.

*G."gory Nazianzen, "Eloge d'Athanase," in PG, )OO(V, col. 1088, cited by
Monique Alexa nd,re, A propos du rdcit de ta m.ort d'Antoine (Athanase, Vie d'Antoine, PG 26, 968-
74, 589-93). "L'heure de la mort dans la litt6rature monastique," in Le amps chritien d.e lafin dt
I'Antiqaiti au Moyen Age,Ilt-XIII'sidcles. Paris, 9-12 mars 1981, Paris, 1984, p. 263.

twhat A. Hayen, "La signification d'un double anniversaire," in Reaue d.es

communautds religieuse, )OO(, 1958, p. 107, calls "the iaw of spiritual decline"; cited byJ.-F.
Gilmont, art.cit., pp.417-18. This impression is reinforced by three factors: the writings of
aging disciples, nostalgic for the golden age ofthe beginnings; the rewriting ofthe legends for
purposes of edification and reform; finally, in the eyes of the historian, the passage from
hagiographic sources-often the only ones that testi$r to a community's beginnings-to records
of observance, a reflection of daily life, the concrete needs of the newly-established Order.
Thus the constant talk about "decadence." We prefer the approach of Th6ophile Desbonnets,
De I'intuition i l'institution. Les Franciscains, Paris 1983. fFrorn Intuitim to Institution: the

Franciscans, Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1988.]
o In his preface to my work L'impossible saintet|. La aie retrouoie dc Robert d'Arbrissel (o.

1045 -l 116), fondateur dt Fontetraud, Pais 1985, p. 13. This comment by Toubert is the starting
point for the present study.

'W.".r.,.repeatthewordsofP.Boglioni, art.cit.,p.187:"Actually,the'death'weare
going to describe is not only the moment of death, but the last days as a whole. This follows a

tendency already well-established in Roman biography, in the exitus airorum illastrium,
reinforced by hagiographic uaditions of the passions of the martyrs and the most famous
example, that of the Gospels devoting the most space to the account of Christ's last days." See

A. Ronconi, s.o. E*itas oirorum. illustriam., in Realle*ikon fiir Antike und Chrbtenam., \4, col.
1 2 58-68.

sSee 
J.-F. Gilmont, art.dt., pp. 393-426. On this point, "theological" and

"sociological" approaches agree; see Roman Michalowski, "il culto dei santi fondatori nei
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well as its rich liturgical' and anthropological"' elements. We will consider
only its "political" implications, especially for the internal policy of the
religious institutes. By no means do we claim to give an account of the death
of founders and how ttris has changed over the course of time. Our only
reason for recalling the beginnings of hagiography in the East and West is
to have a framework, a literary model that will be filled in by the medieval
saints and their scribes. Again, for the medieval period, our goal will be to
see how, in their own way, two holy founders-Robert of fubrissel in 1116
and Francis of Assisi in 1226-performed the scene dictated to them by long
tradition.

Themes
To pretend to give a slmthesis based on our reading of some sixty

death accounts, from the fourth century to the beginning of the thirteenth
centur)zr from the most famous founders to the most obscure hermits, is to
risk stating the obvious."

monasteri tedeschi dei secoli )([ e )trI. Proposte di ricerca," in Culto dei santi, istituzioni e classi

sociali in eti preindustriale, ed. S. Boesch Gajano and L. Sebastiani, L'Aquila-Rome, 1984, pp.

105-40.
eSee L. Gougaud, art.cit., and D. Iogna-Prat, loc.cit.

""'The extraordinary death of a saint" represents the extreme case of "death
mastered," according to Philippe Aii,s, L'bom.me deuant la mort, Paris, 1977 , pp. 20-2 l. See the
contrary example of the agonizing and painful death of Hugh of Marchiennes (t I 158), cited by
H. Platelle, art.cit., pp. 167-71. For a broader view, see Paul-Albert F6vrier, "La mort
chr6tienne," in Segni e riti nella Chiesa abom.edieoale occidmtal.e, Spoleto, 1987, pp. 881-942
(Senimane di studio del Cmtro italiano d.i stud.i sull'aho Mediono,XXXTIl).

"S"" th" attached list of saints considered and hagiographic accounts used, which
frees us from the need to restate each reference. The list is far from complete; it is only a
sample. For the East, we have kept Anthony, Hilarion and the fathers whose Greek lives are

translated by A.-J. Festugidre, Les moines d'Orimt,4 vols., Paris, 196l-1965. For the West, we
have based ourselves on the convenient list by Pierre-Roger Gaussin, L'Europe d.es ordres et des

congrdgations. Des Bmddictins aux Mendiants (VI-XVI siich), Saint-Etienne, 1984, and F. Vernet,
s.o. Biographies Eirituelles,inDiaionnaire de spirinaliti,l, col. 1649ff, taking as our chronological
endpoint the death of Francis of Assisi. In general we have referred to the oldest uita. Let,,ts
return for a moment to the concept of "founder." The essential thing for us is that the accounts

belong to the hagiographic genre of holy founders' deaths. The founder of a single community
(Radegund) is as much part of it as the founder of a congregation (Benedict of Nursia). A
reformer like Benedict of Aniane has a founder's death. On the other hand, figures such as

Honorahrs of Arles, Ethelwold, Dunstan, Oswald, Norbert of Xanten have, because of their
cursus, episcopal deaths, whereas Cesarius ofArles, although a bishop, dies in a way that is very
rnonastic. The fathers of the Jura, Romanus, Lupicinus and Eugendus, represent a kind of
collective founder, since it is the last of the three who establishes the Rule. On the other hand,

the greatest monastic center in the West, Cluny, has saindy abbots but no holy founder; this
impression is confirmed by Dominique Iogna-Prat. In the Cistercian Order it is Bernard of
Clairvaux, rather than Robert of Moslemes, who obeys the canons of "founding" hagiography.
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4 J. Dalarun

From the distant pasr, two models stand out. There is the death of
Anthony, admirably studied by Monique Alexandre" (read the death of
Nilus of Grottaferrata to judge its influence) and the death of Martin in the
Letter t0 Bassala (read the death of Stephen of Obazine to measure its
impact"). In the background are the biblical archetypes:'4 the death of the
patriarchs, especially that of Jacob" and Moses, and less obviously or later,
the passion of Christ.'o fu early as the fourth century, all the themes are
introduced; the next nine centuries merely create subtle variations on them.,,
Let us classi$, them into four groups.

First of all, we find a set of circumstances that quickly become
commonplace. There is little interest in the illness that will cause physical
death,'* but the saint receives from God a premonition that the end ii near.,,
There is the patriarch's great age-107 years for Kyriakos, 120 for
Romuald, or the saint is simply plenus dierum ("fuII of years")'z"-but at the
same time, there is this extraordinary body that can come only from

The late life of Theofrede gives him a marryr's death, not that of a founder.

''M. Alexandre, an.eit., pp. 263-82; we would like to express our debt to this
penetrating study.

"Or again Dunstan: "oculis interim ac manibus more b. Martini in coelum semper
intentis."

'oSee th" very interesting list of New Testament citations found in the deaths of
saints, M. Lauwers, art.cit., p. 32, n. 7 6.

'tThe g..ture of drawing his feet under him in order to die, like Anthony or Nilus of
Grottaferrata, whose death contains two explicit references toJacob.

'nln Bernard of Tiron, for example, we find an emphasis on the cross and the passion
that is without precedenr in earlier periods.

''H. Platelle, art.cit., p. 174, n 41, and M. Lauwers, art.cit., p.22, n.6, do not do
justice to Andr6 Vauchez when they represent him as saying that attention to the death of saints
does not appear until around 1300. Vauchez notes, La saintet| en Occidcnt aux demiers siicles du
Moyen Age d.'apris les procis d.e canonisation et les documents hagiographiques, Rome, 1981, pp. 598-
600: "Until around the middle of the thirteenth cenrury, the last moments of the servants of
God does not seem to have been an object ofspecial atiention.,, But these words apply to the
canonization process. The great specialist in medieval sanctity is obviously aware of the
importance ofthe death scene in hagiography ofthe earliest ages.

tsSee 
P. Boglioni, art.cit.,pp. 187-90.

t'Anthony, Martin, Euthymius, Daniel the Srylite, Sabbas, Cesarius of Arles,
Benedict of Nursia, Gertrude of Nivelles, Poppo of Stavelor, Alfericus of Cava, Robert of
Chaise-Dieu, Bruno, Robert of Molesmes, Robert of Arbrissel, John of Matera, William of
Vercelli, Francis of Assisi. At the other end of the stage, but in the same spirit, the saint,s death
is announced by a distant companion: Benedict ofNursia, Bernard ofTiron, Vitalis ofSavigny,
Dominic.

'"Rob".t of Chaise-Dieu.
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asceticism.'' There is the deliberate contrast between terra plorante, cielo

gaudente ("earth weeps, while heaven rejoices")," between the cry of the
"disciples begotten by the Gospel""-"Father, you are leaving us
orphans"-xnd the "joyful enthusiasm" of the saint about to die.'* Martin
would be ready to take up this heary yoke again, should God order him to
do so, but he would rather be delivered from it. So, at first glance, what we
see is a founder focused on the hereafter while his disciples, more or less

restrained, still cling to him. And of course there are rituals and sacraments:
communion," extreme unction,'n the sign of the cross, the farewell prayer
"Into your hands, Lord, I commend my spirit."" Great attention is paid to
the day of the week on which the death occurs if it is a Friday, Saturday or
Sunday. The liturgical calendar is used to subtly indicate the Christological
meaning of these deaths so full of promise."

Second, besides these general circumstances, there emerge two
more or less major ways in which the founder experiences death. Despite
obstacles, the eremitic way is claimed by Anthony, Eugendus, Nilus,
Romuald and John Gualbert. What dominates in this case is the part played
by the instruments of asceticism-bare ground, ashes and hairshirt, as in the
case of Martin'-and the desire to be alone, in the tradition of Paul of
Thebes or Anthony. Romuald does not \^/ant anyone around him, he does

"Anthony, Euth5rmius, Kriakos, Ethelwold.

"Rob"rt of Molesmes; or Philibert: /entibus populis, gaud.mtibus angelis ("the people
weep, while the angels rejoice").

"1 Co. 4:15, said again about Benedict of Nursia by Aelred of Rievaulx, in PL,
CXCI coL 239, and Peter of Celle, in PI, CC[, col. 705; about Dominic by Eudes of
Chiteauroux, Gregory D( andJordan of Saxony; see. J.-Fr. Gilmont, art.cir., pp.396-97 .

'tE rg.ndrrs.

"Benedict of Nursia, Gerard of Brogne, Oswald,John Gualtrert, Bernard of Tiron,
Guacherius of Aureil.

'oPoppo of Stavelot; included with communion in the case of Ethelwold, Robert of
Arbrissel, Stephen of Muret, Stephen of Obazine, Gilbert of Sempringham.

"Rob".t of Artrrissel, Stephen of Muret.

"See H. Platelle, art.cit., p.174. William of Volpiano, Robert of Arbrissel, Vitalis of
Savigny die on Friday; Euthl,rnius, Daniel the Stylite, Francis of Assisi on Saturday; Martin,
Hlpathios, Bruno, Vitalis of Savigny, William of Vercelli, Stephen of Obazine on Sunday.

Cesarius of Arles is happy to die on the vigil of the deposition of St. Augustine. William of
Volpiano dies on thg feast of the Circumcision, the octave of Christmas. Gilbert of
Sempringham really believes he will die on Christmas nighg but he has to wait until February.

"The e*"*pl" of Martin, in conformitywith Mt l1:21 and Lk 10:13, influences all
monastic hagiography and eventually becomes part of monastic customs; see Liber tramitit,
ed.cit., p. 272; thus the "cenobitic" death ofPoppo ofStavelot, who lies on a hairshirg on the
ground.
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6 J. Dalarun

not say a word, he withdraws to a secluded place, while his brothers wait
anxiously at the door for his last breath. For the disciples are there, even ifat
a distance, even if there are only two of them as in the case of Anthony or
John Gualbert, even if, like Eugendus, the saint must cry: "Let me finish my
passage to the Fathers!" Their number increases in the cenobitic accounts.
We have the hierarchical deaths of Pachomius and Theodosius, who
summon the monls to gather around. Other deaths are sumptuous,
"ostentatious,""' but also filled witl outbursts, liked those of Benedict,
Gerard of Brogne, William of Volpiano, Joachim of Fiore and many others.
Poppo of Stavelot dies ao r1uo poscebat ternplre, nzatitatinali percarsr fficio ("at
the very time he requested, after the morning office"); Vitalis of Savigny
during the office; Stephen of Muret and Bernard of Clairvaux during the
singing of the psalms. Unlike Nilus, who refuses to let anyone kiss his hand,
Romanus, the father of the Jura, and Robert of Chaise-Dieu affectionately
embrace each of their sons." Dominic, like a new Christ, surrounds himself
with twelve disciples in order to die. These two ways express the origin of
the two forms of monasticism: the eremitic form which, although excessive,
consists in nothing less than the conversion of the whole world to the desert,
as Romuald desires; or the cenobitic form, a spiritual and physical sense of
the community of sons around their father.r' In making arrangements for his
death, each holy founder expresses his personal preference.

Third, besides the commonplaces and the ways of dying, all
founders wonder about what their last words to their disciples should be."
Romuald's silence is, a confrario, a strong message. Above all, he must give

l"These 
cenobitic deaths are most similar to those of the patriarchs. Thus they have

many points in common with royal deaths, or with the death of a powerful secular lord, who
gathers his tenant lords around him, disposing of his goods, ensuring his succession; see

Georges Dtby, Guillaum.e la Marichal ou le m.eilleur des cheaaliers du m.onde,Paris 1984, pp.7-34.
See also Gregory of Nyssa's account of the death of his mother, unassuming foundress of a

dynasty of sains, in Vita s. Macrinae airginis, in PG, XLVI, col. 973: there we find many
elements to which we shall rerurn in connection with Francis of Assisi.

"P. Boglioni, art.cit., p.196, sees here a relationship with the Eucharist and notes:
"The anthropological gesture ofthe kiss seems to have become a theologicai gesture."

t'See M. Lauwers, art.cit., pp.24-25, especially n.26.
lrP. Boglioni, at't.cit., p. 190: "The tradition of rhe ubima uerba, so dear to

philosophical biography and Roman biography, is admirably respected in its original form in
the oldest documents or in those whose authors were closest to the traditional culture." But, p.
191: "Later, this element tends to disappear." We do not observe this in ot:l- corpus; on the
conffary, we agree with M. Lauwers, art.cit., pp.24-25. Similarly, Boglioni, ibid., pp.201-02
notes that "the mention of the last testament," an essential part of Roman biography, "even
though transformed into a spiritual testament, tends to disappear almost completely after the
fifth century." ButJohn Gualbert, for example, dictates a long letter-testament to his disciples.
We may also recail the Testament of Francis of Assisi.
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an example of a holy death and a promise of intercession.'* Dominic says
that he will be more useful to his brothers dead than alive. Some use the
occasion to proclaim articles of faith: John Gualbert recites the Creeds,
Bruno insistently repeats the dogma of the Eucharist," Robert of Arbrissel
says his Credn. B:ut the hagiographers are especially careful to record the
admonitions specifically addressed to the disciples.'n When Benedict has his
grave dug six days before his death, he repeats Anthony's counsel: "Live
each day as if you were going to die!" Some, on their deathbed, return to a

favorite theme: charity for John Gualbert, love of the crucified for Bernard
of Tiron, the propositurt. paapertatis for Stephen of Muret, the dangers of
women for Dominic. Most, however, dream of the survival of their
foundation. They admonish their disciples to observe the "traditions of the
fathers" or the Rule, like Anthony, Hlpathios, Eugendus," Bernard of Tiron
and Stephen of Muret." The first holy founder, Pachomius, speaks of the
terrible tribulations to come, like Hypathios and Francis of fusisi after him.
William of Vercelli encourages his daughters to def, the princes of this
world, not without a certain ambiguity. John Gualbert and Gilbert of
Sempringham exhort them to respect above all the unity of the order, and
give an equal number of warnings closely related to the uniqueness of each
institute. One concern, explicit in the Oriental lives, becomes more implicit
in the Western lives. It is the choice of a successor who will assure that the
founder's work will last. Bernard Flusin has shown how this transmission of
authority was already implicit in the life of Anthony." The question frankly
occupies the whole last part of the life of Pachomius, much of which seems
designed to justify the legitimacy of Theodore, his closest disciple and third
successor. It is clearly mentioned in the legends of Honoratus, Flypathios,

r+See Bernard of Clairvau-r on Benedict, in Pt, CL)OOOII, col. 377-80. See also the
"uhim.a uerba" of Udalric of Cluny.

"Apparently in reaction to the heresy of Berengar of Tours. As for the Credo, rhis is
the prayer the monl<s of Cluny were to chant during the final agony of one of their monks; see

Liber tram.itis, ed.cit., pp. 27 2 -7 ].
"Whi.h sometimes gives rise to comical scenes: thus Daniel the Srylite, from the top

of his pillar, exhorting his disciples who are perched on a ladder in order to hear him.

"His hrgiog.rpher explains that the Rule of the fathers of the Jura is much more
adapted to the local climate and customs than those of Basil, Pachomius, Cassian, or the Rule of
Lerins.

t'B,rt fo. Stephen, all the monastic Rules are no more than pale imitations of the
"single Rule of Rules...the holy Gospel"; "Regula venerabilis viri Stephani murerensis,
Prologus," ed. Jean Becquet, in Sriptores ordinis grandim.ontensis, Turnhout, 1968, p. 66, CCCM,
VIII.

t'8. Flusin, Mirucle et histoire dtns l'oeuare de Cyrille de SEthopolis. L'hdriditi des

cbarism.es, Paris, 1983, pp. 189-90; cited byM. Alexander, art.cit., pp. 268 and278.
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8 J. Dalaran

Lupicinus, Sabbas, Gertrude of Nivelles, Nilus and John Gualbert.{' But
even when the question is resolved, there is still sadness at the father,s
departure and fear about the future.

The fourth theme in these holy deaths is the fate of the saint,s body.
This is a major concern of the founder, who indeed has more on his mind
than the salvation of his soul. First, "like the fish rhat returns to the sea," he
wants to be brought back "to his place," says the life of Anthony, who
returns to the interior mountain, his habitual dwelling place, like Sabbas
who returns to his Grand Laura.o'Benedict of Aniane is afraid he will die at
the imperial court and is eager to return to his monastery.42 The triple
hagiographer of the fathers of the Jura is amazed that the first abbots died in
each one of the three foundations. When this return is not executed
flawlessly, \Me sense the scribe's embarrassment, as if it were a case of failed
destiny: thus when Martin dies in Candes,n' Vitalis of Savigny, Stephen of
Obazine and Gilbert of Sempringham far from their foundations. Moreover,
when their bodies are returned, the most violent quarrels will ensue.* The
choice of place is followed by prescriptions as to the manner of burial: no
mummification for Anthony, in the greatest secrery for Pachomius, with
nothing but a cheap piece of cloth and a hairshirt for Gertrude of Nivelles, a

flat tombstone for Nilus, no cutting his body into pieces for Poppo of
Stavelot, placed before the altar of the Blessed Virgin with the relics of the
aposde Thaddaeus on his heart for Bernard of Clairvaux, trampled upon by
his brothers for Dominic. The most telling case is that of Gilbert of
Sempringham, who was buried rlaasi in spelunca daplici ("in a kind of double
cavity") in the wall separating the men from the women in his double
monastery. After death, even if the founder had desired the greatest
simplicity, there is a grandiose funeral, such as that presided over by

o'Poppo of Stavelot considers placing his abbey under the protection of a secular
lord, whereas William of Vercelli lecures Roger II of Sicily. See also the interesting case of the
holy widow Pauline, who leaves behind one line of physical descendants and one of spiritual
descendants.

*'The body of Hilarion, which had been buried in the garden of Constantius, is
robbed by the monks who bury it in their monasrery. In the same spirit, the disciples of
Philibert or Stephen of Muret transport the saints' bodies with them as they move from place to
p1ace.

a'See 
also Cadroe or Poppo ofStavelot.

arlicet 
finem dierum suorum non ignorasset, profisci tamen ob itius modi causam

non recusavit.
*G."gory of Tours, Historia Francorum, I, 43, tells of the abduction of Martin's

remains by the people of Tours. The aitae of Robert of fubrissel and Stephen of Obazine,
similar in many regards, provide the most detailed accounts of repatriation, with countless new
developments.
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Gregory of Tours in honor of Radegund. But beneath this apparent
unanimity, deep tensions surface. There is the crowd that pulls hairs from
the beard of Hlpathios or Theodosius, that shows no respect to the prelates
who have come to bury Bernard of Clairvaux, that rips apart Stephen of
Obazine's bier.*' The late legend of Gildas of Ruys shows the contradiction
very well. The hermit had wanted his body buried at sea so that none of his
foundations could claim it exclusively as their own, but the boat returned
miraculously to Ruys three months later. This marks the beginning of the
period of the elevations, translations or abductions of relics,tn and in general
the flood of miracles, the supreme sign of a holy and fruitful life."

Robert of Arbrissel
The two examples we will look at in greater detail have been

purposely chosen as being highly problematic. Of the themes dictated by
hagiographic tradition, we will keep only two, but they are the most
political: the founder's wishes for the future of his community, and the
manner and place of his burial.

Robert of Arbrissel founded the double order of Fontewaud around
1101.*'In the surnmer of 1115, aware that he is soon to die, he exhorts his
brothers to respect their unique propositum: obey the women of the
community for the sake of their own salvation.*' Then he explains his

*tThe hagiographers tend to contrast the frenzy of the lay crowd and its appetite for
relics, with the serenity of the monks. But we can guess often enough that the clergy are no
strangers to raucous rnourning and attempts at abduction. The monks of a neighboring
monastery and the village priest lead the overzealous inhabitants who are converging on the
body of Stephen of Muret. The men guarding the body of Stephen of Obazine, armed with
clubs, have to defend themselves against the monls. Gilbert of Sempringham's brothers dread
tJae pltetctes secali.With regard to the transfer of Francis of Assisi, rre know the part played, not
only by the people of Assisi, but also by the bishop, Brother Elias and Gregory IX. See the
reservation of M. Lauwers, trt.cit., p.28.

*nSee Hubert Silvestre, "Commerce et vol de reliques," in Reaue blge de philologie et

d'hitoire, )OO(, 1952, pp.72l-39; Idem, "Le probldme des faux au Moyen Age," in Le Moyn
Age, LXYI, 1960, pp. 3 5 1-70; Patrick J. Geary, Furta sacra: tbefts of relics in the central Mid.d.le

Ages,Princeton, 1978.
*'According to Bernard of Clairvaux, speaking of Benedict, or according to

Bonaventure, speaking ofFrancis, the founder's miracles g'uarantee the truth ofhis teachings; in
Pl, CDOO(II, col. 179, and Bonaventure, Opera omnia, Quaracchi, 1901, pp. 592-93; cited by

J.-F. Gilmont, art.cit., p. 413.
a'See 

Jean-Marc Bienvenu, Les premiers temps de Fontevraud (1101-1189).
Naissance et 6volution d'un ordre religieux, doctoral thesis, Paris-Sorbonne, 1980, 3 vols.
typewritten; Idem, L'6tonnant fondateur de Fontevraud, Robert d'Arbrissel, Paris, 1981; Idem,
s.v. "Robert d'Arbrissel," in Dictionnaire de spiritualit6, Paris, XI[, 1988, col. 704-13.

r"The 
Vita prima written by Baudri of Bourgueil is of no interest here. Our account is

9
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dilemma before an assembly of prelates. He has chosen to entrust the order
to an abbess. A virgin would be more worthy of this task, but she would
understand nothing of worldly affairs. And so he prefers a valiant Martha,
one who is not a virgin, even though, he knows, this is clearly a lesser state.t"
On October 28, ll15, he chooses Petronilla of Chemill6 for this position."
A long rest enables him to continue his journey. In February 1116, he is
struck by illness while in Berri, far from home. He manages to reach the
Fontevraud priory of Orsan. There, in rough verse, he expresses his desire
to have his body returned to Fontevraud ("nostalgia" in the ettrmological
sense of the word)." He explains the spiritual and political meaning of this
return to the place of foundation, the motherhouse of the entire order. With
his body he wants to seal the unity of the congregations, head and members,
men and women. He wants to be buried in the soft earth of the cemetery.
But he sees quite clearly that the Berrichons will oppose him. It is Friday,
and Robert knows that he is going to die, since the Savior of the world was
crucified on this day." It is time for final instructions. But Robert must be
very careful to keep his order united to the end, in order to institutionalize
what he had personally experienced as a subtle form of asceticism.'* So, he
tells the men: "Be obedient all the days of your life to the handmaids ofJesus
Christ, for the salvation of your souls, and serve them, for love of their
spouse Jesus." A double commandment: obey these women, these inferior
creatures, humiliating though it be, for it leads to salvation-even if some,
the least worthy among them, are not virgins. fu Georges Duby pointed out
to me, this service is described in terms of fin atnor.tt Likewise the women:
"Never do anything without the counsel of your religious brothers."to

Robert dies. After a conflict already frequently described, his body
finally reaches Fontevraud." But instead of being buried in the earth, it is

based on the Vita ahera atttib:uted. to Brother Andrew (hereafter VA), 42 pangraphs of which
are preserved in Latin in PI, CLXII, coi. 1057-78, completed by a French translation of the
following28 paragraphs (hereafter VAfl,ed.J. Dalarun, optit.,pp.284-97.Here,l/A,51.

t"vA,5 
4-6.

ttvA,5 
7-9.

"vA,5 3t-34, arld VAF, S 46-48.
tt vAF, g 5t .

tnsee 
J. Dalarun, "Pouvoir et autorit6 dans l'ordre doubie de Fontevraud," in Les

religieuses dans le cloitre et dans le m.onde. Actes du 2' Colloque httemational du C.E.R.C.O.R.,
Poitiers, 29 septembre - 2 octobre 1988, to be published.

"Since the men's love is reserved for the Lord, not his spouses. See J. Dalarun,
"Robert d'Arbrissel et les femmes," in Annales E.S.C., )OO(X, 1984, p. 1050.

'nvAF,5 52.
t'VAF,5 

55-68. SeeJ. Dalamn, L'impoxible stinteti.."pp. 154-76and.196-201; Idem,
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placed to the right of the high altar, where archeologists have just found,
this summer of 1988, what seems must be the broken base of his
sarcophagus.'* A clever move on the part of the abbess. Thus the humility
Robert desired-institutionally in his obedience and syrnbolically in his
burial-is denied him. His body, placed in the choir stricdy reserved to the
nuns, is removed from the brothers and from all popular piety." This major
distortion of the founder's wishes prepares the way for another. Fontewaud
ceases to be the place and means of asceticism desired by Robert and
becomes instead a congregation of noble ladies, flanked by their servants
and priests. We would not have known about this maneuver without the
ending of the Vita altera, which is preserved in a single late witness, and (this
is only a hypothesis) which was apparently censored elsewhere in order to
hide completely the founder's wishes.n"

Robert's death sets the stage for that of Francis, 110 years later.n'

Francis of Assisi
The Franciscan Order has been marked by division since its

beginning. Nter 1220, two concepts of the movement appear. It is seen
either as a lay fraternity animated by an uncompromising gospel spirit, or as

an institutional, official, clerical order. The conflict, which erupts in broad
daylight after the death of the founder, has never ceased since then.
Rigorists versus moderates, spirituals versus the community, Observants and
Conventuals, right up until the Franciscan Question raised by Paul Sabatier
a century ago, in the sources and in the studies-everything testifies to this
division.o' But Francis had foreseen the rupture and tried to remedy it, as

Robert d'Arbrisel,fondateur de Fonteuraud, Paris, 1986, pp. 161-91.
t'My sinc.r. thanks to Mr. Daniel Prigent, archeologist for the department of

Maine-et-Loire, for the information he shared with me in our friendly conversations.
5'SeeJ.-M. 

Bienvenu, L'1tonnatztfondateur de Fontear0,ad...,pp.l57-59 and 165.
u"See.;. 

Dalarun, "La v6ritable fin de Robert d'Arbrissel (d'aprEs une piEce inconnue
du dossier hagiographique)," in Cahiers de citiliation m.6di6oale, )OGTI, 1984, pp. 3-3-17.

n'Thi. i. the only reason for us to return once more to Robert of Arbrissel.
o'See Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la fondation et de l'6volution de l'ordre des frdres

mineurs au XIIf siEcle, Paris-Gembloux, 1928; Agostino Gemelli, Il francescanesimo, 6" ed.,
Mllar. 1947; Rosalind R. Brooke, Early Franciscan Government: Elias to Bonaventura,
Cambridge, 1959; Stanislao da Campagnola, Le origini francescane come problema
storiografico, Perugia, 1974; Ghtlia, Barone, s.v. "Spirituali" in Dizionario degli istituti di
perfezione, \4III, col. 2034-39, with sincere thanks to her for having sent the typographic proofs
of this enlightening summary. On the "Franciscan Question," see P. Sabatier, Vie de saint
FranEois d'Assise, Paris, 1894; San Francesco nella ricerca storica degli ultimi ottanta anni (13-
16 ottobre 1968), Todi, l97l; La <<questione francescana" dal Sabatier ad oggi (Atti del I
convegno internazionale, Assisi, 18-20 ottobre 1973), Assisi, 1974.
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Raoul Manselli shows in a brilliant article.63 Manselli focuses on the blessing
given by the dying saint to his brothers, and he notices the first
contradiction in the accounts by Thomas of Celano. The First Life says that
Francis, about to die, gave his blessing only to Brother Elias, whereas the
Second Life explains that this blessing was given ro all, beginning with the
vicar. There are even greater contradictions between Thomas of Celano's
work and another group of legends. The Legend. of Peragia says that when
Lady Jacoba arrived with a dish she had prepared for Francis, the saint
summoned his earliest companion, Bernard of Quintavalle, to have him taste
it. Bernard asked his master for a special blessing. The sick man, blind and
groping, first placed his hand on the wrong head. Then, finding the head of
Bernard, he blessed him and asked one of the brothers present to note that
his first companion was the object of his special love and that the entire
Order, including the ministers, must honor him. The Deeds of St. Francis,
widely recognized as hostile to Elias, join the two scenes reported by
Thomas of Celano and the Legend of Perugia, but change theii meaning.
Bernard, summoned by Francis to receive his blessing, offers his place io
E.lias; but the dying man recognizes rhe subterfuge and gives all authority in
the Order to Bernard.

Raoul Manselli proposes to solve the contradiction by means of
"mutual complementarity." The Deeds, which are partisan, rightly recall a

double blessing; but the Legend of Peragia has recorded the precious words in
favor of Bernard. These words, even while emphasizing the respect due the
first companion, ipso facto make it possible to exclude him as head of the
Order. Just as the Testamenf balances the Later Rule, so the blessing given to
Bernard, a spiritual model, counterbalances the choice of Elias as vicar. Side
by side, the founder wanted to have not only a succession of heads but a
continuity of saints. This explains the crucial imporrance of Francis,s last
blessing, whose meaning, Manselli laments, has not been clearly grasped by
any of the modern biographers.

Manselli's two most obvious strong points are these. On the one
hand, he has shown that it was advantageous to confuse the accounts of the
last blessing in the hagiography of Francis; on the other hand, he has shown
its profound meaning, its singular duplicity. But in his analysis and
interpretation the historian overlooked two elements whose importance

6tR. Manselli, "L'ultima decisione di s. Francesco. Bernardo da euintavalle e la
benedizione di s. Francesco morente," irt Bulhtino dell,Istituto storico italiano per il Medio Eoo e

Archiztio m.uratoriano, DO(VIIII, 1967, pp. 137-53. We will return to the sources cited by
Manselli. Obviously, his analysis loses much of its subtlety in our summary.
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permits us to re-examine the records.nn The first is a gesture, the second a

scriptural reference. Eleven documents, hagiographic or liturgical, testi$z
that Francis crossed his arms when he pronounced his blessing. Again,
eleven documents point out that the founder blessed his children like a

patriarch, like Jacob to be exact.o' A number of other allusions to this biblical
figure are scattered throughout t-he accounts: Francis's blindness (which was
quite real), the dish prepared for the sick man, his groping to find the heads,
the two sons standing on either side of the bed, the tide "first-born" given to
Bernard, the verb "usurp"-6"sides the crossed arms, already a clear allusion
to Jacob.no The text has guided the Besture and the two make sense. To refer
toJacob against the background ofthe death and blessing is to appeal to two
scenes. The first is Isaac's blessing, meant for his first-born Esau but
usurped by Jacob, as told in Genesis 27 ; the second, in Genesis 48, describes
the dying Jacob who blesses the sons ofJoseph. The oldest is at his right, the
youngest at his left. But "crossing his hands" and ignoring the rights of the
first-born, the patriarch covers the youngest son with blessings. Such is the
biblical background in everyone's mind that autumn of 1226. It should be
our guide as we reconstruct the original scene of Francis of Assisi's final
blessing.

fu Manselli saw perfectly well, three accounts must converge here:
the First Lrf, by Thomas of Celano, the Legend of Perugia, the Deeds of St.
Francis.n' The First Life and the Deeds testit/ that the saint, realizing the end

n\4'l-ri.h 
is what we do in greater detail in "La dernidre volont6 de saint Frangois.

Hommage i Raoul Manselli," in Bulletino dell'Istituto storico italiano per il Medio Eao...,XCIV,
1988, pp. 329-66; sincere thanks to Professor Girolamo Arnaldi for his hospitality and kindness.
We have thought it necessary to reopen the same subject, here in the hagiographic tradition of
holy founders, there in the hagiographic and historiographic tradition ofFrancis alone.

ntExplicit 
reference to Jacob and the crossed hands are found in il:re First Life of

Thomas of Celano, the Legmil for Use in the Choir by the same author, the Life of St. Francis by

Julian of Speyer, rhe Seconil Mass, the Um.brian Choral Legend, the Deeds of St. Francis... and thus
The Linle Flouers, the Chronicle of the Tum.ty-Four Generab and the Conform.ity of the Life of
Blessed. Francis... by Bartholomew of Pisa. Reference to Jacob alone is found in rhe Enryclical
Letter 0n the Death of St. Francis by Brother Elias and rhe Legenda m.onacensis s. Francisci.
Reference to tlre gesture of the crossed hands alone is found inthe Major Legmd ar.d the Minor
Le gend. of Bonaventure.

nnFor 
all these allusions, seeJ. Dalarrn, art.cit.

n'Tho-", 
of Celano, "Vita prima s. Francisci," l}s,inAnalecttfrancicant (hereafter

AD,X, pp.83-84; "Legenda antiqua perusiana," 107, ed. R. Brooke, in Scripta Leonis, Rufni et
Angeli sociorum. s. Francisci. Tlte Writings of Leo, RuJino and Angelo, Companions of St. Francis,
Oxford, 1970, pp. 274-77; "Actus beati Francisci et sociorum ejus," V, 8-16, ed. P. Sabatier, in
Collection d'6tudes et de d.ocum.ents sur I'historie religieuse et liniraire du Moyn Age,N, p. 21. We
are using the French translations in Saint Frangois d'Assise. Docum.ents, 6cri* et prem.iires
biographies, ed. Th6ophile Desbonnets and Damien Vorreux, 2'" ed., Paris, 1980, a work to
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\Mas near, wished to bless his sons "like the patriarch Jacob." The First Life
and the Deeds explain that Francis then sent for Bernard of Quintavalle, the
first-born. According to the Deeds, the first companion and the vicar place
themselves on either side of the dying man. But at that point Bernard must
necessarily be at the right of the "father" (is he not the first-born?) since
Elias is at his left. Thomas of Celano leaves no room for doubt on this point.
But then comes the crucial gesture. Francis crosses his hands and chooses to
reverse the historical detail. He asks:

"Over whom am I holding by right hand?" "Over Brotler Elias." "And. this
is what I wish to /o.n' I bless you, my son, in all and through all, and just as

the most High has increased my brothers and sons in your hands, so too,
upon you and in you, I bless them all.... [t4/]bat I cannot do m.ay tbe One who

can do all tbings do in yoa."

The Legend of Perugia continues the story. The blind man gropes again,
makes sure that his hand is really on the head of Bernard and blesses him in
turn. He says to a companion:

"Write what I tell you. Brother Bernard was the first brother the Lord gave

me. FIe began first and m.ost perjbctly fulJilled tbe perfection of tbe holy Gospel,

disributing all his goods to the poor.... I am bound to love him more than
any other brother in the whole religion.... [I]t is my will and command that
whoever becomes general minister should love and honor him as he would

m,e. Let the other provincial ministers and the brothers of the whole
religion hold him, in my place."

Finally, we must return to Thomas of Celano:

"Good-bye all my sons. Live in the fear of God and remain in him always,

for a great test will come upon you and tribulation is drawing near!... But
now I am hurrying to the Lord and I am confident that I am going to my
God whom I have served in my spirit."

Everyone in the assembly certainly sensed the importance of this
gesture, these words. The founder understood the double interpretation
given to his life and work.n' The duality is tearing him apart, because he

which we owe an immense debt. We refer to it for the problem of the dates of the Franciscan
legends, a discussion we will not get into here.

61. -' "Et ego sic uolo." We use italics for the passages whose syrnmetry seems clear to us

from one legend to the other.
n"See 

1C, 104; 2C, 23-24;LP, 86-87 , 116; LMi, VIII, 3.
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dreads confrontations, but especially because the duality is his. He wants the
gospel fraternity he has loved also to be a militia organized in the service of
the Church; and if he was unable accomplish this task, he wants someone
else to do it. His sons spontaneously assigned the roles of Martha and

Mary."' Elias, a "mother" of Francis'' and the subject of a remarkable study
by Giulia Barone," is Martha par excellence, whereas Bernard is a

contemplative witness to the purity of the beginnings." The dying man tries
to overcome the contradiction, to make it productive rather than
destructive. Just at the moment when everyone is awaiting his wishes, he
finds the right gesture. Did Francis want "not only a succession of heads, but
a continuity of saints"?" Yes, but he wanted even more. Francis's gesture is a

pact, canceled (cancellatum) by those crossed (cancellatis) hands, a pact that
refuses to get involved in an argument between the parties, a pact that binds
them in a shared secret. Those who were first to see the light, who are
legitimately at his right, he blesses with his left hand, since they will be
subject to their younger brothers. The latter, the administrators, he logically
places at his left, but by blessing them with his right hand, he confers on
them the primary in governing. From no\ / on, neither group can appeal to
this gesture without revealing either that their authority excludes power or
that their por,ver is inversely proportional to their legitimacy."

But what Francis proposes to his brothers is more than a pact for

Bovernment; it is a twofold plan for salvation. The Marthas, although for
now they have the worse part, will fight for the highest vocation of the
Order of which the Church has need. The Marys will bear the light yoke of
their brothers in saving obedience.'n Here Francis stands in the great
monastic tradition, that of the Rule of Benedict." His idea is not that

1n^.,"'This distinction, used by Robert of Arbrissel, is also used by Francis, RHerm., in
Docam.ents,.,, p.18.

''1c,98.
"G. Br.orr., "Frate Elia," in Bulletino dell'Istituto storico italiano per il Med.io Ez;0...,

DOOI(I% 1974-1975, pp. 89-144. [Trans., G. Bello, "Brother Elias Revisited," in Grelfriars
Reuiew, 13 :Srpplement (1 999) I - 1 8.1

'lSee lC, 74;2C, 15; AP, 10-11, 14;L3C,27;LMj,III,3; LFl,2;alsotheLife of
BlessedBenrardloundinthe ChronicleoftheTwenry-PourGmerals, andtheBoofr of Conformity....

'*R. Manselli, art.cit., p. 148.

"O.r th" division of power and authority, see J. Dalarun, "Pouvoir et autorit6 dans

l'ordre double de Fontevraud," loc.cit.

'non th" concept of power in Francis, see Adm 3, 4, and 20; ER, 4; 2LtF,6; Test;
testimonyof Philip the Chancellor; inDocuments,pp.42,43,50,58, 113,95,1355-56;tC,74,
101 and 104;2C,143, 151 and 184-86; LP, 86 and 105-06; LMi, \II,4-5; LMn, III,4.

"Rule, V[. But see the position of Kazimierz Sl,nowczylg "Il concetto di obbedienza nella

fratemiti minoritica alla luce delle biografie principali di s. Francesco," in MF,XC,1990, pp. 3-18.
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different from the pact Robert of fubrissel proposed to his brothers as a

means of salvation, or from that other pact devised by Stephen of Muret, by
which the priests of his order, for their greater spiritual benefit, were to
obey the conaerti.'" But it is very much more. Just as the brothers a;re minores,
so the superior is the rninister or, to put it plainly, the seraw. There is neither
a higher nor a lower. Elias, Bonaventure, Angelo Clareno go even farther."
By the gesture of the crossed hands, Francis assumes the form of a cross, and
how can we forget that these rwo hands bear the stigmata? The wounded
saint has just joined the two arms of the cross-the immanent and the
transcendent-of that Order of which he is the new crucified; a cross to lift
high before the Church militant; a cross to carry in his heart, like a hidden
asceticism.

Francis's gesture, a brilliant idea, was not enough to repair the
rupture. All Franciscan history bears traces of it. Worst of all, not one
legend has transmitted this crucial scene in its integrity. But at least twenty
accounts relate it. Internal criticism shows that none ofthese versions can be
accepted as complete or coherent.'" Each of them is no more than the
fragmentary projection of a broken memory.

fu for Francis's wishes with regard to his burial, we are left with
conjectures. No matter what the obstacles, he wanted to be brought back to
the Portiuncula to die there,'' in that place which for him is another
guarantee of the purity and unity of his Order. He dies on a Saturday.

Jordan of Giano, around 1262, says that he would have liked to be buried
there." The day after his death, the inhabitants of fusisi take charge of his
body and the bishop places it in St. George's. Then Elias, with the help of
Gregory IX and with many contributions, builds a splendid mausoleum on
the "Hill of Paradise," which Guy Lobrichon explains and interprets for us."

"Rrgula aenerabilis oiri Stephani m.uretmis,LIY, lac.cit., pp,92-93. We may presume
that this text, although written after Stephen's death, reflects his propoirum. We find in Stephen
and Francis the same desire that their Rules not be glossed and that these be only a reflection of
the Gospel.

7')Elias, 
"Epistola encyclica de transitu s. Francisci," 4, in AF,X, p. 526. Bonaventrre,

"Legenda maior," XfV, 5, in AF,X, p. 622; Angelo Clareno, "Cronaca delle tribolazioni," ed. F.
Tocco, in Rendiconti della reale Accad.em.ia dci Lincei, classe di scienzi morah, storiche e fihlogiche,
seria rJuinta, XYil, 1908, p. 222.

'"Whi.h is what we try to do in "La dernidre volont6 de saint Frangois...."

''lC 106, which presents this return to the "founding" place as a fulfillment of the
divine plan.

""Chronic" fratris Jordani," 50, ed. H. Boehmer, in Collection d'€tudes et d.e

d.ocum.ents..,, Y7, pp, 45 -46,

"G. I-bri.hor, Assix. Iafraques de k baeikquz inftrietre,Paris, 1985, especially pp. 9-37.
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Is this the burial Francis wanted? The Spirituals ironically comment that it
is the tomb of Lady Poverty."

fu Jacques Le Goff suggested to me, the destinies of Francis and
Robert of Arbrissel have certain close similarities." The plan conceived by
the old hermit preacher for his mixed community of Fontevraud was
eclipsed when the ending of his legend and his body were both confiscated.
Francis's last wishes vanished, not because of censorship or silence, but
because of the very number and length of the legends, while his wasted
body, collapsing under the heavy weight of the mausoleum, was wrapped in
four hundred years of darkness;'o another, more subtle version of the same
eclipse.

***
Let us turn from historical details to the functions of holiness

revealed by the death ofholy founders.

Certainly there are theological functions. Through their institutes,
through their bodies which are planted there, holy founders have marked off
Western space. They have changed our ordinary places into Holy Places. fu
Dante says: "Therefore let him who names this site not say / Ascesi, which
would be to say too litde, / but Orient if he would name it wisely."*' By their
attitude in the face of death, they show their disciples a holy death, the
meaning of this life and the promises of the next life. Beginning in the
twelfth centurfr the image of the crucified becomes ever clearer and more
explicit. In the case of these new "Christs" we can speak of Conforrnity to the
Life of the Lord Jesus.'"

t*Cited 
by D. Vorreux, in Docum.ents...,p. 700, n. 7.

t'In 
his broadca st Les lundi de l'Histoire, December 1985.

'nSee Giovanni Odoardi, "San Francesco e la sua basilica. Frate Elia e Gregorio IX
nella traslazione del 12l0," inMF, DOOCI,1982,p.l29. [Trans., E. Hagman, "St. Francis and
his Basilica, Brother Elias, Gregory IX and the Transfer of 12J0," it Grey{riars Reaiew,
13:Supplement (1999) 65-89.1 Another thing Robert and Francis had in common is that their
hearts were said to have been separated from their bodies and preserved in Orsan and St. Mary
of the Angels, respectively. On Robert, who seems to have begun this practice, see Charles
Angell Bradford, Heart Burial, London, 1933, Inuoduction; for Francis, the only one who
attests to the fact is Bartholomew of Pisa, De confotm.itate..., AF, IV, pp. 204-05, and V, pp. 428-
29 and 442. Whether real or legendary, mention of the separated heart may indicate an
unresolved conradiction in the saint's life or work.

"' Para diso, Xl, 5 2 -5 4 (tr. Mandelbaum).

"To borro* the tide of the famous treatise by Bartholomew of Pisa on Francis of Assisi.
Marc van Uyftanghe, "Moddles bibliques dars l'hagiographie," in Le Moyen Age et ta Bible, ilr.P.
Rich6 and G. Lobrichon, Paris, 1984, p. 457, sees dte imiat)a Christi as "the very key to the 'theology
of hagiography."' It is the appearance of the figure of the crucified that is somewhat modem.
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But there are also ecclesial and social functions. The religious
foundation must reflect both the here and the hereafter, where the two
worlds intersect. The more complex medieval society becomes, the more
founders and reformers need to find an organization that not only takes into
account the tensions of the age, but sublimates them and goes beyond
them.*" The moment of death is the quintessential moment when the saint
must tie the various aspects of his work into a Gordian knot and give it a

dialectic resolution. Thus Robert of Arbrissel, Stephen of Muret, Gilbert of
Sempringham and Francis. Robert, Stephen and Gilbert chose to project an
image of their time in the world of the cloister, by opposing two social or
sexual groups-men and women, lettered and unlettered-but uniting them
in a saving project.'" Francis is more advanced. He tries to unite the two
parts of the individual, at once both Martha and Mary, like the two
functions of the Church, militant or triumphant. Not many followed them
on these steep slopes; not many, in fact, really wanted to understand them.

One last function of holiness remains to be mentioned, that which it
fulfills for historians of our own time. The study of hagiography, which has
suddenly proliferated,'' is obviously no longer a work of piery, edification or
even sffict erudition."' No doubt we confront these eccentrics more or less
the way Michel Foucault taught us to explore the margins of a society in
order to understand better its central structures.')3 But in Western medieval
society, saints are both marginal and central, on the side and at the pinnacle,
detached from the world and caught up by it, like their precious relics we
fight over. This is especially true of holy founders, who usually experience in
themselves a frustrated vocation to the desert and end up praised and
attacked by the crowd.* What takes place around them, case by case, blow
by blow-but in exemplary fashion-is a repeat of the fate of Christianity.
On the one hand, teaching the Gospel versus the need to found a Church;

"See G. D'tby, Saint Bernard. L'art cistereim, Paris, 1976, pp. l9ff.
""SeeJean Becquet, "La rBgle de Grandmont," inButletin de lasocidti archlokgique et

histrique du Limausin, ITOOaUI, 1958, pp. 23-25; Raymonde Foreville, s.v. "Gilbert de
Sempringham," in Diaionnaire de Eiritualiti,Yl, col.174-77 .

''SeeJean-Ciaude Schmitt, "La fabrique des saints," inAnnales E.S.C., )OO(X, 1984,
pp. 286-300; a number ofworks dealing with holiness have appeared since then.

"'But *hat would hagiographic studies be without the monumental work of the
Bollandists, the Maurists, the Muratorian School?

"Thus it will be noticed rhat in L'uom.o m.edieuale, ed. J. Le Goff, Rome-Bari, 1988,
the chapter by A. Vauchez, "Il santo," directly precedes the chapter by Bronislaw Geremek,
"L'emarginato," which concludes the work; J. Le Goff, pp. 26-28, brings them together under
the heading,'(Agli esuemi: l'emarginato e il santo."

'oSee J. Dalarun , L'im.possible saintet6..., pp. 177 -83 .



Tlte Death of Holy Founders from Martin to Francis l9

on the other, the holy founder's charism and immutable teaching versus the

need for a foundation, an Order, to live these demands day after day. What a

founder's death really reveals, in a fragmentary way, is the difficulty, the
paradox or challenge that constitutes the very life of a Christian society.


